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I. INTRODUCTION

   “In the far distance a helicopter skimmed down between the roofs, hovered for an instant like a bluebottle, and darted away again with a curving flight. It was the Police Patrol, snooping into people’s windows.”¹ Seventy years after penning these words, George Orwell’s classic cautionary tale remains relevant. Today, the federal government and law enforcement agencies nationwide operate unmanned aircraft systems (“UASs”) for, among other things, aerial surveillance similar to that which Orwell described. To paraphrase Justice Alito, dramatic technological changes have created a time in which popular expectations of privacy are in flux and may ultimately produce significant changes in popular attitudes.² These new UAS technologies promise to increase security and convenience at the cost of privacy, but many people find trading privacy for security worthwhile.³ Other people, however, believe that warrantless law enforcement UAS surveillance violates their privacy and should be unconstitutional under the Fourth Amendment. The U.S. Supreme Court has not ruled on an aerial surveillance

---

³. *Id.*
case since 1986, let alone a UAS surveillance case. Instead, a patchwork of other Fourth Amendment precedent and Federal Aviation Administration (“FAA”) regulations leave the public and law enforcement guessing about the extent of Fourth Amendment privacy protections from warrantless UAS surveillance. Despite the lack of clear constitutional guidance, both public and law enforcement UAS use continues to grow.

This Note begins by providing background information on the character and capabilities of UASs, as well as describing their current implementation throughout the United States. Next, it describes the current Fourth Amendment privacy framework and current FAA regulations as they affect UAS surveillance to construct an analytical framework. Last, this Note concludes that although UAS surveillance will likely be found constitutional, three potential arguments challenging the constitutionality of UAS surveillance may persuade the Supreme Court otherwise: (1) establishing the victim was in a constitutionally protected zone, (2) attacking the lawfulness of the vantage point from which the UAS surveilled, and (3) attacking the specific UAS technology used.

II. USE OF UNMANNED AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS IN AERIAL SURVEILLANCE

Commonly referred to as a “drone” or “unmanned aerial vehicle,” the Federal Aviation Administration (“FAA”) defines an “unmanned aircraft” simply as “a device used or intended to be used for flight in the air that has no onboard pilot.”4 This basic definition includes all classes of aircraft controllable in three axes, such as airplanes, helicopters, airships, and translational lift aircraft.5 This simple description belies the immense diversity of shape and function of unmanned aircraft: “us[ing] aerodynamic forces to provide vehicle lift, [an unmanned aircraft] can fly autonomously or be piloted remotely, can be expendable or recoverable, and can carry a lethal or nonlethal payload.”6 A more expansive moniker, unmanned aircraft system (“UAS”), more accurately reflects the necessity of various accoutrements to operate an unmanned aircraft: “[t]he term [UAS] means an unmanned

5. Id.
aircraft and associated elements (including communication links and the components that control the unmanned aircraft) that are required for the pilot in command to operate safely and efficiently in the national airspace system.” The configurability of UASs allows for a stunning diversity of potential public and private uses, including law enforcement, surveillance, monitoring forest fires, weather research, scientific data collection, farm fence inspection, construction-site photography, and fishery protection.

Like conventional aircraft, UASs can operate at all levels of airspace, generally based on their size. A UAS can broadly be categorized as “large” or “small.” “Small” UASs “typically weigh less than 55 pounds, fly below 400 feet above ground level, can stay airborne for several hours, and can be used for reconnaissance, inspection, and surveillance.” “Large” UASs, such as the now infamous Predator and Reaper systems, fly higher, for a longer duration, and cost significantly more than small UAS. Consequently, small UASs are “expected to comprise the majority of the UAS[s] that will operate in the national airspace” and “offer a simple and cost effective solution” for law enforcement purposes. Currently, law enforcement agencies and other interested purchasers can “choose from about 146 different types of small UAS[s] being manufactured by about 69 different companies in the U.S.” Additionally, some of the smallest camera-equipped UASs are marketed as toys. Given the extremely low cost when compared to other small UASs, it is conceivable that law enforcement agencies could repurpose these “toys” as aerial surveillance tools alongside other, more capable UASs. With such myriad UASs featuring drastically different prices and capabilities, it is perhaps not surprising that both law enforcement and private parties expect to use UAS surveillance in a variety of operations.

7. FAA Modernization and Reform Act (FAAMA) of 2012, Pub. L. No. 112-95 §331(9), 126 Stat. 72 [hereinafter FAAMA].
9. Id. at 5.
10. Id.
11. Id. at 5 n.8.
12. Id. at 11.
13. For example, the Parrot AR.Drone2.0 weighs less than two pounds, comes equipped with a high-definition video camera, and can fly for twelve minutes up to 165 feet from the controller. AR.Drone2.0, PARROT.COM, http://ardrone2.parrot.com/ardrone-2/altitude (last visited Dec. 15, 2012) (offering the Parrot AR.Drone2.0 for purchase on Dec. 15, 2012 for $269.99 on Amazon.com).
A. **LAW ENFORCEMENT USE OF UAS SURVEILLANCE**

Privacy activists are not idly speculating when they worry about law enforcement use of warrantless UAS surveillance—it is already occurring. Currently, several law enforcement agencies operate UASs within the United States, primarily focusing on developing and testing surveillance technologies.\(^\text{14}\) Customs and Border Protection (“CBP”), for example, owns nine UASs that it operates “to provide reconnaissance, surveillance, targeting, and acquisition capabilities” for its border security missions.\(^\text{15}\) Similarly, without providing operational details, the FBI has admitted that, since late 2006, it has occasionally used UASs for domestic surveillance missions without a warrant.\(^\text{16}\)

Non-federal law enforcement agencies across the country also operate a variety of UASs with various cameras for law enforcement surveillance purposes: the Seattle police department’s Draganflyer X6 carries still, video, thermal, and low-light cameras;\(^\text{17}\) the North Little Rock police department’s Rotomotion SR30 carries day zoom or infrared cameras;\(^\text{18}\) the Miami-Dade police department’s Honeywell RQ-16A Micro Air Vehicle carries electro-optical or infrared cameras;\(^\text{19}\) and the Texas Department of Public Safety’s Wasp Air Vehicle carries two electro-optical and a thermal nighttime

---

14. See Jennifer Lynch, *These Drones Are Made For Watchin‘*, ELECTRONIC FRONTIER FOUNDATION (EFF) (Aug. 16, 2012), https://www.eff.org/deeplinks/2012/08/these-drones-are-made-watchin (discussing documents released to the EFF by the FAA pursuant to FOIA requests).

15. GAO 2012 UAS REPORT, supra note 8, at 8–9 n.10.


camera. Seeing potential demand, UAS manufacturers continue to develop and market new models, such as AeroVironment’s Qube, designed specifically for law enforcement surveillance.

As public concern over the privacy implications of law enforcement UAS operations increases, other departments pursuing UASs, such as the Alameda County, California, Sheriff’s Office, publicly downplay surveillance missions in favor of other UAS applications: “[the Sheriff’s Office] object[s] to the term surveill. We have no intention of doing that.” Instead, “[UAS surveillance] will provide real-time situational analysis for first responders to include search and rescue missions, tactical operations, recovery and damage assessment, explosive ordnance response, wildland and structure fire response and response to Hazmat incidents.”

Despite rising public concern and the FAA regulatory hurdles, the relative simplicity of use and low cost of operation allows UASs to provide an attractive option for airborne law enforcement activities. For the price of a patrol car (approximately $30,000 to $50,000, far less than the cost of a manned aircraft), an agency can augment its airborne capabilities, especially surveillance. It is no wonder, then, that industry forecasts predict state and local law enforcement agency orders will represent the greatest proportion of near-term growth in the small UAS market.

---

24. See infra Section III.F (discussing other UAS legislation).
25. See infra Section III.E (discussing FAA Regulations).
26. GAO 2012 UAS REPORT, supra note 8, at 11.
27. Id.
28. See id.
B. NON-LAW ENFORCEMENT USE OF UASs

It is difficult to measure the extent of current private use of UASs, in part because the FAA permit statistics have aggregated all non-military users. In the first half of 2012, law enforcement, academic institutions, and other government-related entities received a total of 342 permits to operate UASs (generally allowing operations for twelve to twenty-four months). During the same time period, private sector entities, specifically UAS manufacturers, received just eight “experimental” permits granting UAS operations for research and development purposes only.

In addition, many private users of UASs are simply not required to apply for FAA permits, which prevents an exact measurement of private UAS use. More precisely, the FAA “may not promulgate any rule or regulation regarding a model aircraft . . . [if] the aircraft is flown strictly for hobby or recreational use.” A model aircraft can weigh up to fifty-five pounds and has no specific limitations on its flight characteristics. Therefore, a private actor, acting solely as a hobbyist, may operate a small UAS that is essentially the same aircraft that law enforcement agencies must operate with a permit. Although it is unclear exactly what “hobby or recreational” use entails, private commercial users likely must obtain the proper permits before operating a UAS. In fact, the FAA has previously noted that the aerial photography industry and others conducting remote sensing activities had “mistakenly interpreted FAA advisory circular 91-57, Model Aircraft Operating Standards, for permission to operate small UAS for research or compensation or hire purposes.”

29. Id. at 6–7.
30. Id.
31. Id. at 7.
32. FAAMA, supra note 7, § 336.
33. Id.
34. Id.
35. GAO 2012 UAS REPORT, supra note 8, at 31.
36. There is confusion within the UAS industry and FAA about the applicability of the hobbyist guidelines. For example, “[a] farmer can be a modeler if they operate their aircraft as a hobby or for recreational purposes,” but a UAS manufacturer’s employee cannot “fly as a hobbyist [his] own [UAS] over property that [he] own[s].” Spencer Ackerman, Domestic-Drone Industry Prepares for Big Battle with Regulators, WIRED MAG. (Feb. 13, 2013), http://www.wired.com/2013/02/drone-regulation.
37. FAAMA, supra note 7, § 336.
commercial uses and the wide availability of extremely low cost but capable "toy" UASs, it is certainly possible that significant private commercial and other non-"hobby or recreational" UAS activity occurs without proper FAA permits.

In the future, the UAS industry expects the private UAS sector to boom. Indeed, Jim Williams of the FAA has predicted that "the potential market for government and commercial drones could generate 'nearly $90 billion in economic activity' over the next decade." Because the military is not expected to significantly expand its UAS fleet and sales to law enforcement are limited by the fact that there are only 18,000 agencies in the United States, much of this expansion in the UAS market is forecast to stem from the private farming sector. Indeed, twenty-one public universities, each focused on agriculture, have already received FAA clearance to operate UASs. Anticipating that "10,000 commercial drones will be operating" within the United States by 2020, three colleges have already begun offering degrees in piloting UASs. Additionally, "many others—including community colleges—offer training for remote pilots." These programs focus on teaching non-military applications suitable both for law enforcement, such as tracking fleeing criminal suspects, and for private parties, such as "[m]onitoring livestock and oil pipelines, spotting animal poachers, . . . and delivering packages for UPS and FedEx." If these expectations come to even partial fruition, then the U.S. public can expect non-law enforcement UAS use to become a fact of life. Even now, with dozens of federal, state, and local law enforcement agencies using and pursuing UASs, a constitutional framework to understand the privacy implications of UAS surveillance is clearly necessary.

---

39. The GAO lists numerous examples of commercial use: pipeline, utility, and farm fence inspections; vehicular traffic monitoring; real-estate and construction-site photography; telecommunication signal relay; fishery protection and monitoring; and crop dusting. GAO 2012 UAS REPORT, supra note 8, at 10.
40. See, e.g., PARROT.COM, supra note 13.
41. Ackerman, supra note 36.
42. Id.
44. Id.
45. Raftery, supra note 21.
46. Id.
47. Id.
III. DEVELOPING A FOURTH AMENDMENT PRIVACY FRAMEWORK FOR UAS SURVEILLANCE

The word “privacy” is not found within the U.S. Constitution, but for the past hundred years, the U.S. Supreme Court has been using the Fourth Amendment to protect a nebulous conception of privacy from technological advances that threaten to undermine it. The Fourth Amendment proclaims in part that “the right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers, and effects, against unreasonable searches and seizures, shall not be violated.”48 As technology has evolved, so too has the Supreme Court's jurisprudence on what law enforcement applications of these new technologies constitute an “unreasonable search and seizure.” In this way, the Supreme Court has used the Fourth Amendment to determine “what limits there are upon . . . technology to shrink the realm of guaranteed privacy.”49

Because the Fourth Amendment protects against “unreasonable” searches (in contrast to “reasonable” searches), jurisprudence focuses on two questions: first, whether a Fourth Amendment search occurred, and second, whether the search was unreasonable. If a court concludes that no search occurred, then the action cannot have violated the Fourth Amendment.50 The two questions are important to distinguish because, “with few exceptions, the question of whether a warrantless search of a home is reasonable and hence constitutional must be answered no.”51 Consequently, whether or not a Fourth Amendment search occurred will often be the dispositive question in determining whether or not the Fourth Amendment protects a person’s privacy from a technological advancement in law enforcement surveillance.

A. EARLY JURISPRUDENCE: THE PHYSICAL TRESPASS DOCTRINE—Olmstead v. United States

Early Supreme Court jurisprudence on visual surveillance linked common-law trespass to the question of whether or not a search occurred. In this way, the common law was clear: visual surveillance of a person or home was unlawful because “the eye cannot by the laws of England be guilty of a

48. U.S. CONST. amend. IV.
50. See id. at 31 (noting that whether or not a “Fourth Amendment ‘search’” has occurred is “the antecedent question”).
In 1928, however, this static trespass doctrine was challenged by a technological advance in law enforcement surveillance—telephone wiretapping.

In *Olmstead v. United States*, the Supreme Court evaluated whether or not telephone wiretapping constituted an unreasonable search. While investigating Olmstead’s suspected Prohibition-era bootleg activities, federal prohibition officers tapped his telephone by inserting “small wires along the ordinary telephone wires from the residence [of the defendant] and those leading from the chief office.” The federal prohibition officers did not trespass upon any property of the defendant because the taps were inserted into telephone wires located in the basement of the large office building and along streets near the house.

In order to adapt existing Fourth Amendment jurisprudence to the novel technology of telephone wiretapping, the *Olmstead* litigants offered competing analogies. The Government argued that the Court should analogize wiretapping to “traditional visual surveillance from a lawful vantage point.” Olmstead, however, argued that the government’s actions were more like opening postal mail, which violates Fourth Amendment protections. By a 5–4 majority, the Court endorsed the government’s analogy to visual surveillance and concluded that Olmstead had not been searched.

Writing for the one-justice majority, Chief Justice Taft explained two rationales. First, unlike “material things—the person, the house, his papers, or his effects,” Olmstead’s conversations were immaterial. Therefore, not even a liberal interpretation of the Fourth Amendment in the “interest of liberty” could “justify enlargement of the language employed . . . to apply the

---

54. *Id.* at 456–57.
55. *Id.*
57. *Id.* at 9 (citing *Olmstead*, 277 U.S. at 447–52 (citing Hester v. United States, 265 U.S. 57 (1924)) (holding that visual surveillance from open fields does not violate the Fourth Amendment)).
58. *Id.* (citing *Olmstead*, 277 U.S. at 464 (“It is urged that the language of Mr. Justice Field in *Ex Parte Jackson* . . . offers an analogy.”); *Ex parte Jackson*, 96 U.S. 727 (1878) (holding that the Fourth Amendment is applicable to sealed letters)).
59. *Olmstead*, 277 U.S. at 466.
60. *Olmstead*, 277 U.S. at 464.
words search and seizure as to forbid hearing or sight.” Chief Justice Taft’s second rationale, however, relied on prior trespass case law: “[no precedential cases] hold the Fourth Amendment to have been violated as against a defendant, unless there has been . . . an actual physical invasion of his house ‘or curtilage’ for the purpose of making a seizure.” Thus, by concluding that “[t]he intervening [telephone] wires [were] not part of [the defendant’s] house or office, any more than are the highways along which they stretched,” the federal prohibition agent’s wiretapping activities could not be a Fourth Amendment search. Like visual surveillance from a lawful vantage point, the wiretaps were not a physical intrusion into a constitutionally protected area (such as a house, office, or curtilage).

In a separate dissent that has been characterized as “one of the most famous dissents in Supreme Court history,” Justice Brandeis characterized wiretapping as a “[s]ubtler and more far-reaching means of invading privacy” and prophetically warned that “[t]he progress of science in furnishing the government with means of espionage is not likely to stop with wire tapping.” Arguing that the “makers of our Constitution” conferred upon the people, as against the government, “the right to be let alone,” Brandeis concluded that every “unjustifiable intrusion by the government upon the privacy of the individual, whatever the means employed, must be deemed a violation of the Fourth Amendment.”

Like Justice Brandeis in his dissent, the public did not react favorably to Olmstead’s holding that law enforcement could wiretap telephone conversations without a warrant. Consequently, in 1934, Congress made wiretapping a federal crime (thereby rendering warrantless wiretapping illegal and the fruits of it inadmissible) by enacting § 605 of the Federal Communications Act. Despite this, Olmstead’s analogy to a physical trespass continued to control, largely unchanged, for nearly forty years. For example, in Lee v. United States, the Court analogized an audio technological advance (a small radio transmitter worn by a conversant to transmit the conversation to remote law enforcement agents) to tools for improved visual surveillance (presumably from a lawful vantage point):

61. Id. at 465.
62. Id. at 466.
63. Id. at 465.
64. DANIEL J. SOLOVE & PAUL M. SCHWARTZ, INFORMATION PRIVACY LAW 260 (4th ed. 2011).
66. Id. at 478.
67. SOLOVE & SCHWARTZ, supra note 64, at 260–61.
[Defendant] was talking confidentially and indiscreetly with one he trusted, and he was overheard. This was due to aid from a transmitter and receiver, to be sure, but with the same effect on his privacy as if [the law enforcement agent] had been eavesdropping outside an open window. The use of bifocals, field glasses or the telescope to magnify the object of a witness’ vision is not a forbidden search or seizure . . . .

In 1961, the *Olmstead* physical trespass analogy was tweaked by the holding in *Silverman v. United States* that an actual trespass (as defined by local law) was not necessary as long as there was “an actual intrusion into a constitutionally protected area.” In *Silverman*, government agents eavesdropped on private conversations within the defendant’s house by attaching a “spike mike” listening device to a heating duct running into the defendant’s house. This action differed from the wiretapping in *Olmstead* because, in effect, the agent’s actions turned the entire heating duct of the house into a microphone. Calling this action an “usurp[tion of] part of the [defendant’s] house or office,” the Court concluded that the eavesdropping constituted an “unauthorized physical encroachment” (in essence, a constructive trespass). While adjusting the *Olmstead* rule, the *Silverman* Court included strong language reminding government agents of the importance of the Fourth Amendment: “[a]t the very core [of the Fourth Amendment] stands the right of a man to retreat into his own home and there be free from unreasonable governmental intrusion.” Although *Silverman* refrained from using “privacy” to expand the Fourth Amendment’s protections beyond concepts of trespass, its sentiment nonetheless hinted at the future direction of Fourth Amendment privacy jurisprudence.

### B. **The “Reasonable Expectation of Privacy” — *Katz v. United States***

In 1967, the Supreme Court drastically changed gears by rejecting *Olmstead*’s physical trespass analogy and accepting the idea of defining a Fourth Amendment search based on the victim’s intentions or expectations. In *Katz v. United States*, the Court evaluated whether or not placing an “electronic listening and recording device” on the outside of a public

---

70. Id. at 510–12.
71. Id. at 511 (citing Boyd v. United States, 116 U.S. 616, 626 (1886); Entick v. Carrington, 95 Eng. Rep. 807 (Gr. Brit. 1765)).
telephone booth for the purposes of overhearing a conversation within the closed public telephone booth constituted an unreasonable search. 73 Framing the issue in terms of a physical trespass on a constitutionally protected area, the lower courts upheld the government’s actions based on Olmstead and its progeny. 74 Consequently, the Court granted certiorari “in order to consider the constitutional questions” of whether a public telephone booth is a “constitutionally protected area” and whether a “physical penetration of a constitutionally protected area” is necessary to be a search and seizure violative of the Fourth Amendment. 75 The Court, however, rejected “this formulation of the issues” and broke with Olmstead by stating that the “correct solution to Fourth Amendment problems is not necessarily promoted by the incantation of the phrase ‘constitutionally protected area.’” 76 To be explicitly clear in its rejection of Olmstead, the Court found that the resolution of Fourth Amendment issues “cannot turn upon the presence or absence of a physical intrusion into any given enclosure” and that the “‘trespass’ doctrine . . . can no longer be regarded as controlling.” 77

Justice Stewart, writing the majority opinion, offered a new kind of Fourth Amendment search analysis in place of Olmstead:

[T]he Fourth Amendment protects people, not places. What a person knowingly exposes to the public, even in his own home or office, is not a subject of Fourth Amendment protection. But what he seeks to preserve as private, even in an area accessible to the public, may be constitutionally protected. 78

Under this formulation of the Fourth Amendment, the Court must look to the subjective intent of the defendant inside the phone booth, rather than to the physical characteristics of the phone booth. Here, Katz manifested intent to preserve his privacy by entering the telephone booth, closing the door, and paying the fee. Thus, Katz was “surely entitled to assume that the words he utter[ed] into the mouthpiece [would] not be broadcast to the world. To read the Constitution more narrowly is to ignore the vital role that the public telephone has come to play in private communication.” 79

73. Id. at 348.
74. Id. at 349–50; see Goldman v. United States, 316 U.S. 129, 134–35 (1942) (finding the warrantless use of a “detectaphone” placed on the outside of a wall to overhear conversations originating within the adjacent, enclosed office constitutional).
76. Id.
77. Id. at 353.
78. Id. at 351 (citations omitted).
79. Id. at 352.
By allowing the evolving role and use of technology in society—here the telephone—to impact its decision, the Katz majority attempted “to incorporate an objective and evolving privacy standard into [Fourth Amendment search] decisionmaking.”80 The majority opinion, however, lacked clear standards to guide future courts.81 Justice Harlan, in his concurrence, supplemented the majority’s “people-not-places” discussion with a two-pronged “reasonable expectation of privacy” test: first, whether the person “exhibited an actual (subjective) expectation of privacy,” and second, whether that “expectation [is] one that society is prepared to recognize as ‘reasonable.’”82 Thus, to be a Fourth Amendment search (and therefore require a warrant), the government action must impinge on both a person’s subjective expectation of privacy and society’s objectively reasonable expectation of privacy. Justice Harlan’s two-part test would come to be known as the Katz test and remains the rule today.83 Furthermore, supplementing his own two-prong test, Justice Harlan expressed that: “a man’s home is, for most purposes, a place where he expects privacy, but objects, activities, or statements that he exposes to the ‘plain view’ of outsiders are not ‘protected’ because no intention to keep them to himself has been exhibited.”84 Although left undefined in his concurrence, Justice Harlan’s “plain view” analysis would become critical to understanding a person’s “reasonable expectation of privacy” in the aerial surveillance cases that would later arise.85

C. THE AERIAL SURVEILLANCE CASES

During the 1980s, the Supreme Court granted certiorari for three cases—Ciraolo,86 Dow,87 and Riley88—presenting questions about the constitutionality of warrantless government aerial surveillance for domestic enforcement

80. Milligan, supra note 56, at 15.
81. Id. at 17.
82. Katz, 389 U.S. at 361 (Harlan, J., concurring).
83. See, e.g., Minnesota v. Carter, 525 U.S. 83, 97 (1998) (Scalia, J., concurring) (commenting on “the Katz test (which has come to mean the test enunciated by Justice Harlan’s separate concurrence in Katz)”).
84. But see, e.g., United States v. Jones, 132 S. Ct. 945, 952 (2012) (“the Katz reasonable-expectation-of-privacy test has been added to, not substituted for, the common-law trespassory test.”).
purposes. In each case, the Court applied the two-pronged *Katz* test and determined that no “subjective expectation of privacy that society was willing to accept as reasonable” existed. Consequently, the Court held that no Fourth Amendment search had taken place and the warrantless aerial surveillance at issue was constitutional.

1. **Publicly Navigable Airspace as a Lawful Vantage Point—California v. Ciraolo**

   In the 1986 case of *California v. Ciraolo*, the Supreme Court evaluated whether aerial surveillance conducted with the naked eye was a Fourth Amendment search requiring a warrant. Acting on an anonymous tip that Ciraolo was growing marijuana in his backyard, California police officers began an investigation. The officers’ attempts to peer into Ciraolo’s backyard (part of the curtilage of his home) from ground level were stymied by two fences (a six-foot outer fence and a ten-foot inner fence) that completely enclosed Ciraolo’s yard. Undeterred, the officers “secured a private airplane and flew over [Ciraolo’s] house at an altitude of 1,000 feet, within navigable airspace.” From that height, the officers observed marijuana plants growing within Ciraolo’s curtilage and “photographed the area with a standard 35mm camera.”

   Applying *Katz’s* two-prong “reasonable expectation of privacy” test, the Court determined that Ciraolo satisfied the first prong when he manifested a subjective expectation of privacy by erecting the two fences. The 5–4 majority, instead, focused on the second prong: “whether the government’s intrusion infringes upon the personal and societal values protected by the Fourth Amendment.” As part of this analysis, Chief Justice Burger, writing the majority opinion, initially noted that the fact that an “area is within the curtilage does not itself bar all police observation” and that the Fourth Amendment does not “require law enforcement officers to shield their eyes when passing a home on public thoroughfares.” Further, Burger explained that an individual’s ineffective measures to “restrict some views of his

---

92. *Id.*
93. *Id.*
94. *Id.*
95. *Id.*
96. *Id.* at 211–12 (quoting Rawlings v. Kentucky, 448 U.S. 98, 105 (1980)).
97. *Id.* at 212 (quoting Oliver v. United States, 466 U.S. 170, 181–83 (1984)).
98. *Id.* at 213.
activities” does not protect against an officer’s lawful “observations from a public vantage point . . . [that] render[] the activities clearly visible.” Burger then examined the lawfulness of the vantage point, noting that the police made the observation within “publicly navigable airspace,” in a “physically nonintrusive manner,” and that the marijuana plants were “readily discernible to the naked eye.” Based on these factors, Burger determined that no Fourth Amendment search occurred. Burger’s third caveat—the naked eye—would at first appear to be a bright-line for aerial surveillance decisions; however, its companion case, *Dow*, immediately added shades of grey.

2. Constitutionally Protected Zones and Technology Beyond the Naked Eye—*Dow Chemical Co. v. United States*

In the 1986 case of *Dow Chemical Co. v. United States*, the Supreme Court evaluated whether aerial surveillance of an industrial manufacturing complex conducted with an aerial mapping camera was a Fourth Amendment search requiring a warrant. The Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”) sought an inspection of a 2000-acre Dow Chemical Company manufacturing and industrial facility, but was denied access. The facility’s perimeter fencing and elaborate security effectively blocked the facility from ground-level view. Although numerous buildings in the facility were covered, some manufacturing equipment and various piping conduits were visible from an aerial vantage point. Consequently, the EPA hired a commercial aerial photographer, using a “standard floor-mounted, precision aerial mapping camera,” to photograph the facility at altitudes of 1200, 3000, and 12,000 feet (always within publicly navigable airspace).

On the same day as the *Ciraolo* decision, Chief Justice Burger also delivered the *Dow* decision, which tackled two issues not found in *Ciraolo*: first, whether the common-law “curtilage doctrine” applied to an industrial manufacturing facility, and second, whether the enhanced photography (capable of discerning piping as little as one half of an inch wide) constituted a Fourth Amendment search. On the first issue, the Court noted that the
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“curtilage area immediately surrounding a private house has long been given protection as a place where the occupants have a reasonable and legitimate expectation of privacy that society is prepared to accept.”

The Court further defined curtilage as “the area which extends the intimate activity associated with the sanctity of a man’s home and the privacies of life.”

After contrasting curtilage with the lesser protections afforded an “open field,” the Court determined that Dow’s “industrial curtilage” was more analogous to an “open field” because “[t]he intimate activities associated with family privacy and the home and its curtilage simply do not reach the outdoor areas or spaces between structures and buildings of a manufacturing plant.”

As an “open field,” the Court held that Dow did not have an objectively reasonable expectation of privacy (the second part of the Katz test) because the facility was “open to the view and observation of persons in aircraft lawfully in the public airspace immediately above or sufficiently near the area for the reach of cameras.”

Having already found Dow did not have an objective expectation of privacy, the Court only briefly considered the second issue of the enhanced photography. Despite the district court’s finding that the aerial photographer used a $22,000 camera described as “the finest precision aerial camera available” mounted in a specialty airplane, the Supreme Court dismissed the camera as a “conventional, albeit, precise commercial camera commonly used in mapmaking” that could be “readily duplicate[d] by “any person with an airplane and an aerial camera.” Consequently, although the photographs “undoubtedly” gave the EPA “more detailed information than naked-eye views,” the enhanced photographs did not constitute a Fourth Amendment search. The Court concluded its discussion by discriminating between acceptable enhancements, like the technology used by the EPA, and sophisticated surveillance “not generally available to the public, such as satellite technology,” the use of which may be prohibited by the
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Constitution. ¹¹⁶ This closing thought—the potential relevance of a surveillance technology’s availability to the public—would prove to be dispositive fifteen years later in *Kyllo v. United States*. ¹¹⁷

3. **Lawful Vantage Points and Objectively Reasonable Expectations of Privacy—Florida v. Riley**

In 1989, only three years after *Ciraolo* and *Dow*, the Supreme Court again evaluated the constitutionality of aerial surveillance and issued its most recent opinion on the subject. ¹¹⁸ In *Florida v. Riley*, the Supreme Court evaluated “[w]hether surveillance of the interior of a partially covered greenhouse in a residential backyard from the vantage point of a helicopter located 400 feet above the greenhouse constitutes a ‘search’ for which a warrant is required under the Fourth Amendment.” ¹¹⁹ Similar to the facts in *Ciraolo*, police began their investigation after receiving an anonymous tip that Riley was growing marijuana on his property. ¹²⁰ Riley, like the defendant in *Ciraolo*, had concealed his activities from ground level observation. ¹²¹ Unlike the defendant in *Ciraolo*, however, Riley also attempted to prevent aerial observation of his activities by growing the marijuana within a greenhouse “covered by corrugated roofing panels, some translucent and some opaque.” ¹²² The investigating officer, unable to see inside the greenhouse from ground level, circled twice over the greenhouse in a helicopter at an altitude of 400 feet. ¹²³ The officer, with his naked eye, observed that two panels (approximately ten percent) of the greenhouse roof were missing and within that gap he could see marijuana plants growing. ¹²⁴

Writing for a plurality of the Court, Justice White found that *Ciraolo’s* fixed-wing aircraft analysis should be applied to the helicopter aerial surveillance of Riley’s property. Noting that Riley met the first *Katz* prong (subjective expectation of privacy) because the greenhouse was within his curtilage and covered, the Court examined whether Riley’s expectation of

---

¹¹⁶ *Id.*. Because there is no further discussion of the type of curtilage being surveilled, “at least to the degree here” appears to relate only to sight-enhancing equipment and not to a distinction between industrial curtilage and *Ciraolo’s* residential curtilage. See *id.*
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privacy was objectively reasonable. The Court determined that Riley had no reasonable expectation of privacy from helicopter surveillance conducted within the navigable airspace of a fixed-wing plane because the two missing roof panels would have enabled the public to observe the greenhouse from the same height. Because the helicopter surveilled Riley from 400 feet, an altitude below the 500-foot threshold for fixed-wing craft, the Court next examined the lawfulness of flying a helicopter at 400 feet. Finding that operation of a helicopter at 400 feet is lawful “if the operation is conducted without hazard to persons or property on the surface,” the Court examined the record and found no “interfere[nce] with respondent’s normal use of the greenhouse” because the helicopter surveillance created no “undue noise, . . . wind, dust, or threat of injury.” Consequently, this helicopter surveillance did not violate the law, breached no objectively reasonable expectation of privacy, and was not a Fourth Amendment search.

Of particular note is that within its “lawfulness” analysis (here, key to the second prong of the Katz test), the plurality’s application of property concepts related to trespass, nuisance, and interference hearkens back to Olmstead and its rejected physical-trespass doctrine. This was not the Court’s first post-Katz “reference to concepts of real or personal property law” in order to determine if a reasonable expectation of privacy exists. Still, it is notable because in a Fifth Amendment takings case forty-three years prior, the Court characterized the navigable airspace (defined as “airspace above the minimum safe altitudes of flight prescribed by the [FAA]”) above private property as “a public highway.” In doing so, the Court abolished the common-law “ancient doctrine that . . . ownership of the land extend[s] to the periphery of the universe” and declared that recognizing “private claims [of] the airspace would . . . clog these highways, seriously interfere with their control and development in the public interest, and
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transfer into private ownership that to which only the public has a just claim.”

Indeed, noticing the apparent inconsistency in Riley’s plurality decision, Justice Brennan—joined in dissent by Justices Marshall and Stevens—explicitly questioned the plurality’s reliance on such concepts: “Riley might have a cause of action in inverse condemnation, but that is not what the Fourth Amendment is all about,” and “[i]f indeed the purpose of the restraints imposed by the Fourth Amendment is to ‘safeguard the privacy and security of individuals,’ then it is puzzling why it should be the helicopter’s noise, wind, and dust that provides the measure of whether this constitutional safeguard has been infringed.”

The Court, however, declined to establish the “lawfulness” of a flight (a determination apparently based, in part, on analysis of an aerial surveillance victim’s property rights) as a bright-line rule: “[t]his is not to say that an inspection of the curtilage of a house from an aircraft will always pass muster under the Fourth Amendment simply because the plane is within the navigable airspace specified by law.” Instead, the Court noted that Riley had adduced no empirical evidence “to suggest that helicopters flying at 400 feet are sufficiently rare in this country” to support his claim of an objectively reasonable expectation of privacy. This additional rationale may have been added to persuade Justice O’Connor to concur because her concurrence heavily criticizes the plurality’s reliance on lawfulness based on compliance with FAA regulations. Justice O’Connor reasoned that relying on FAA regulations promulgated to “promote air safety” would abdicate Fourth Amendment determinations to the executive branch and that “the fact that a helicopter could conceivably observe the curtilage at virtually any altitude or angle, without violating FAA regulations, does not in itself mean that an individual has no reasonable expectation of privacy from such observation.” Justice O’Connor then opined that the relevant Katz test was “whether the helicopter was in the public airways at an altitude at which members of the public travel with sufficient regularity that Riley’s expectation of privacy from aerial observation was not one that society is prepared to recognize as reasonable.” Emphasizing that “[i]f the public
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rarely, if ever, travels overhead at such altitudes, the observation cannot be said to be from a vantage point generally used by the public,” but agreeing with the plurality that Riley had not introduced evidence demonstrating such flights were rare, O’Connor concurred that Riley lacked an objective expectation of privacy.\textsuperscript{141}

4. \textit{Constitutionality of Aerial Surveillance after Riley, Dow, and Ciraolo}

In sum, post-\textit{Riley}, \textit{Ciraolo}, and \textit{Dow}, the constitutionality of warrantless aerial surveillance of a home’s curtilage appears to be decided on a case-by-case assessment of the two-pronged \textit{Katz} test. The reasonable expectation of privacy prong, however, appears to depend primarily on two factors: (1) the lawfulness of the flight, and (2) whether the aerial surveillance victim can adduce sufficient evidence that such flights were sufficiently rare. \textit{Riley} and \textit{Ciraolo} demonstrate that the type of craft may not be dispositive unless the craft actually interferes with the victim’s use of her property. \textit{Dow} does not rely on human observation, e.g. the surveillance can be via camera. \textit{Riley} clarifies that this first factor, an extension of earlier lawful vantage point analyses, will be heavily influenced by FAA guidelines (and perhaps other applicable regulatory guidelines), and, potentially, property concepts insofar as the aerial surveillance inhibits the victim’s use of the surveilled property. Also of note is that the regularity of overhead flights, a factor made relevant by \textit{Riley}, appears to be an empirical burden placed on the victim of surveillance, not on the law enforcement agency (potentially creating a presumption that flights in navigable airspace are sufficiently regular). Thus, the Supreme Court’s guidance, as derived from \textit{Riley}, \textit{Dow}, and \textit{Ciraolo}, appears to be that aerial surveillance, whether by naked eye or assisted by some technology, conducted from lawful airspace that is traversed by aircraft with sufficient regularity, and that does not interfere with the victim’s use of her property, is not a Fourth Amendment search and does not require a warrant.\textsuperscript{142}

D. \textbf{MODERN SURVEILLANCE CASES WITH UNMANNED AERIAL SURVEILLANCE IMPLICATIONS}

In the twenty-three years since \textit{Riley}, the Court has not commented specifically on the constitutionality of warrantless aerial surveillance despite the many questions left unanswered by \textit{Riley}, \textit{Dow}, and \textit{Ciraolo}. For example,
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by speaking only to aerial surveillance of curtilage, Riley did not opine on the constitutionality of aerial surveillance of the inside of a home. Additionally, while the aerial surveillance cases appear to allow the use of cameras, they do not explain the extent to which law enforcement agencies may use technology, such as infrared, electro-optical, or night-vision cameras, to enhance their observational powers without a warrant. Clues to the answers to these questions, however, can be found in three recent, notable cases: Minnesota v. Carter,143 Kyllo v. United States,144 and United States v. Jones.145

1. Peering into a Constitutionally Protected Zone: The Home—Minnesota v. Carter

As troubling as aerial surveillance of a home’s curtilage can be, how much more unsettling would it be if law enforcement used an aerial vantage point to peer inside of the home? The Supreme Court has not directly answered that question, but the Court’s 1998 decision in Minnesota v. Carter suggests that at least some warrantless surveillance of the inside of a home from an aerial vantage point may be constitutional.146 In Carter, the Court evaluated whether temporary invitees into a residence had a reasonable expectation of privacy and whether a police officer’s observation of the interior of a residence through a gap in a “drawn window blind” constituted a Fourth Amendment search.147 Acting on a tip, a police officer peered into the ground-level window of a garden (basement) apartment from the vantage point of a “grassy area just outside the apartment’s window” that was “frequently” used by the public for walking and playing.148 “[T]hrough a gap in the closed blind,” the officer observed Carter bagging a white, powdery substance.149 Carter exited the apartment and was apprehended.150 Police then returned to the apartment, executed a search warrant, and discovered that Carter had never been inside that apartment prior to that day and had been invited “for the sole purpose of packaging the cocaine” (an endeavor lasting approximately two and one-half hours).151
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Delivering the opinion of the Court, Chief Justice Rehnquist rejected the Minnesota Supreme Court’s use of “standing” doctrine to determine Carter’s “legitimate expectation of privacy” and reiterated that the Katz test governs this area. Further explaining that “in order to claim the protection of the Fourth Amendment,” the Court’s previous holding in Rakas v. Illinois required Carter to “demonstrate that he personally had an expectation of privacy in the place searched, and that his expectation [was] reasonable.” The Court next observed that although the “Fourth Amendment protects people, not places,” the extent of Fourth Amendment protection “depends . . . upon whether the person who claims the protection of the Amendment has a legitimate expectation of privacy in the invaded place.” Deciding that the text of the Fourth Amendment only protects “people in ‘their’ houses,” where “they” includes only residents and overnight guests, the Court held that Carter could not claim a Fourth Amendment violation because he was “merely present with the consent of the householder” to conduct “a business transaction.” Because Carter was found to be merely a non-overnight invitee (and the lessee of the apartment was not a party to the case), the Court did not decide whether the officer’s observations of the interior of the apartment “constituted a ‘search’” and would have violated the reasonable expectation of privacy of a resident or overnight guest. The Court’s interpretation of the Fourth Amendment as applicable only to “people in ‘their’ houses,” however, strongly suggests that the Court would have found that the lessee had a reasonable expectation of privacy under the Katz test and therefore a Fourth Amendment search had occurred. Consequently, the Court would have had to determine whether or not the officer’s warrantless search (observations through a gap in the closed blinds) was reasonable and hence constitutional.

Although the majority did not evaluate that question, Justice Breyer, in his individual concurrence, characterized the officer’s observations as being “made ‘from a public area outside the curtilage of the residence’” and concluded that although a Fourth Amendment search occurred, it was not unreasonable. Analogizing to the aerial observations in Riley and Ciraolo,
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Justice Breyer found that despite “[t]he precautions that the apartment’s dwellers took to maintain their privacy” (e.g. closing the blinds of the ground-level apartment), “an ordinary passerby standing in” the same place as the officer (a “place used by the public”) could have “see[n] through the window into the kitchen.” Perhaps signaling his opinion on a future surveillance case, Justice Breyer concluded his concurrence by opining that “there is a benefit to an officer’s decision to confirm an informant’s tip by observing the allegedly illegal activity from a public vantage point,” such as “sav[ing] an innocent apartment dweller from a physically intrusive, though warrant-based, search if the constitutionally permissible observation revealed no illegal activity.”

In sum, the Court’s holding and analysis in *Carter* suggests that law enforcement may warrantlessly use aerial surveillance to peer inside of a home if the fruits of the surveillance are used against non-residents and non-overnight guests. While the use of aerial surveillance of the inside of a home against a resident remains unsettled, Justice Breyer, at least, appears to prefer that law enforcement use aerial surveillance to confirm illegality over subjecting an innocent resident to a warrant-based, but intrusive, physical search of the house. Even if a future majority of the Court were to disagree with Justice Breyer’s preference, his concurrence reinforces the analogy and reasoning of *Riley* and *Ciraulo*, thereby providing a jurisprudential roadmap suggesting little difference between a lawful vantage point on the ground and one in the air, or between observations of a house’s interior and its curtilage. Consequently, *Carter* offers the possibility that the constitutionality of aerial surveillance of a resident within her house could depend on the frequency and lawfulness of public access to the vantage point.

2. **Limiting Surveillance Technology—** *Kyllo v. United States*

As troubling as aerial surveillance with ordinary cameras can be, how much more unsettling would it be if law enforcement used specialized sensors to record details with telescopic magnification, film in darkness, or “see” through walls? The Supreme Court has not directly addressed the use of such sensors in the aerial surveillance context, but the Court’s 2001 decision in *Kyllo v. United States* suggests there are limits on the power to use technology to warrantlessly enhance a law enforcement agency’s
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observational powers. In Kyllo, the Court evaluated whether warrantless law enforcement use of a thermal-imaging device to detect relative amounts of heat within a private home constituted a Fourth Amendment search. Suspecting that Kyllo was using high-intensity heat lamps to grow marijuana indoors, an agent of the U.S. Department of the Interior used a thermal imager to scan the private home. The scan lasted only a few minutes and was performed at 3:20 a.m. from a parked car on a public road in front of and behind Kyllo’s house. The scan revealed that “the roof over the garage and a side wall . . . were relatively hot compared to the rest of the home and substantially warmer than neighboring homes.” Using this and other information, the agent successfully sought a search warrant of Kyllo’s home, found an indoor marijuana growing operation, and arrested Kyllo.

Kyllo unsuccessfully moved to suppress the evidence, entered a conditional guilty plea, and appealed. The Ninth Circuit remanded for an evidentiary hearing to determine “the intrusiveness of [the] thermal imaging.” The district court found that the thermal imager was a “non-intrusive device” because it only showed “a crude visual image of the heat being radiated from the outside of the house” and did not “show any people or activity within the walls of the structure, . . . penetrate walls or windows to reveal conversations or human activities,” or reveal “any intimate details of the home.” A divided Ninth Circuit panel affirmed the denial of a motion to suppress, holding that Kyllo had not shown a “subjective expectation of privacy because he had made no attempt to conceal the heat escaping from his home” and that Kyllo had no objectively reasonable expectation of privacy because the imager only exposed “amorphous hot spots” and not “any intimate details of Kyllo’s life.”
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Writing for a 5–4 majority, Justice Scalia began the Court’s opinion by restating the core of the Fourth Amendment as “the right of a man to retreat into his own home and there be free from unreasonable government intrusion” and that warrantless searches are presumptively unconstitutional. The Court then admitted, however, that “the antecedent question whether or not a Fourth Amendment ‘search’ has occurred is not so simple under our precedent.” Attempting to explain the governing precedent, the Court (joined by Justice Breyer) specifically cited to Justice Breyer’s concurrence in *Carter* as an example of an incorrect interpretation of precedent (“[o]ne might think that the new validating rationale would be that examining the portion of a house that is in plain public view, while it is a ‘search’ despite the absence of trespass, is not an ‘unreasonable’ one under the Fourth Amendment”) and clarified that such a rationale is mistaken because “in fact we have held that visual observation is no ‘search’ at all.”

Next, citing *Ciraolo* and *Riley*, among others, as examples of non-searches, the Court contrasted the instant case as “more than naked-eye” surveillance of a home. The Court then differentiated the enhanced aerial photography in *Dow* from the instant case by noting that in *Dow*, it was “important that [it was] not an area immediately adjacent to a private home, where privacy expectations are most heightened.”

Recognizing that absent *Dow*, the Court had not previously evaluated “how much technological enhancement of ordinary perception . . . is too much,” the Court acknowledged technological advances had affected the “degree of privacy” protected by the Fourth Amendment: “[f]or example, as [Riley and *Ciraolo*] make clear, the technology enabling human flight has exposed to public view (and hence, we have said, to official observation) uncovered portions of the house and its curtilage that once were private.” Before confronting “what limits there are upon the power of technology to shrink the realm of guaranteed privacy,” the Court criticized the *Katz* reasonable expectation test as “circular, . . . subjective[,] unpredictable,” and difficult to apply to certain areas, such as automobiles, the curtilage, and
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uncovered portions of a home.\textsuperscript{180} In contrast to the difficult \textit{Katz} analysis used for those areas, the Court explained that, at a minimum, a physical intrusion into the interior of the home would violate a reasonable expectation of privacy in the home.\textsuperscript{181} Consequently, the Court offered a “ready criterion” to identify a search of the interior of a home: “obtaining by sense-enhancing technology any information regarding the interior of the home that could not otherwise have been obtained without physical ‘intrusion into a constitutionally protected area’ constitutes a search—at least where . . . the technology in question is not in general public use.”\textsuperscript{182}

During its analysis of potential rules, the Court specifically rejected the Government’s and four-Justice dissent’s proposed rule distinguishing “through-the-wall” from “off-the-wall” surveillance as being a “mechanical interpretation of the Fourth Amendment” rejected in \textit{Katz}.\textsuperscript{183} Claiming that such an approach would conclude, inter alia, that “a satellite capable of scanning from many miles away would pick up only visible light emanating from a house,” the Court reasoned that such a rule “would leave the homeowner at the mercy of advancing technology.”\textsuperscript{184} Additionally, the Court rejected the Government’s argument that the thermal imaging search was constitutional because it did not “detect private activities occurring in private areas.”\textsuperscript{185} Finding this “intimate details” argument based on \textit{Dow} unpersuasive, the Court claimed “[t]he Fourth Amendment’s protection of the home has never been tied to measurement of the quality or quantity of information obtained.”\textsuperscript{186} Instead, the Court believed that adoption of its new, firm, bright-line rule best assured the “preservation of that degree of privacy against government that existed when the Fourth Amendment was adopted.”\textsuperscript{187} Utilizing its new rule, the Court held that the thermal imager was not in “general public use,” that it revealed information that would have “been unknowable without physical intrusion,” and therefore that the warrantless surveillance was a presumptively unreasonable Fourth Amendment search.\textsuperscript{188}
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In sum, the Court’s holding and analysis suggests several limits to law enforcement use of advanced sensors to enhance warrantless aerial surveillance of the home. Most specifically, infrared cameras and thermal imaging may not be directed at a home, whether from the air or the ground, at least until such devices are in general public use. More generally, the use of any sense enhancing technology, such as radar or ultrasound technologies, which reveals details of the home otherwise unknowable without physical intrusion, is presumptively unconstitutional. However, the use of visible light enhancing sensors against a home (e.g. high-magnification cameras and night-vision optics) is less clear. The Court’s emphasis on physical intrusion, combined with dicta claiming visual observation (absent trespass) is no search at all, suggests that aerial surveillance, even using visual enhancing technologies, would be constitutional as long as conducted from a lawful (non-trespassory) vantage point. The Court’s analysis, however, characterizes Ciraolo and Riley as “naked-eye” surveillance of the home—a characterization suggesting that enhanced visual surveillance may be distinguishable from precedent. Additionally, the Court disparages a satellite’s visible light scanning technology—essentially an extremely high magnification camera—as being similarly offensive as a thermal imager. While aerial and satellite surveillance have many differences, certainly a similarity could be found in aerial use of high-magnification cameras. In any event, Kyllo’s most important implication for aerial surveillance is its “not in general public use” caveat. This implicit recognition that society’s reasonable expectations of privacy change as technology spreads indicates that increasing public use of UAS will increase the potential constitutionality of warrantless law enforcement use.


Aerial surveillance need not be directed solely at stationary targets, such as homes and their curtilage. A UAS’s camera can be a powerful tool for tracking moving targets, but the Supreme Court has not directly addressed whether it is constitutional. The Court’s 2012 decision in United States v. Jones, however, suggests that law enforcement agencies are free to use UASs to track suspects. In Jones, the Supreme Court evaluated whether police
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attachment of a Global-Positioning System ("GPS") device to a vehicle, and subsequent monitoring of the vehicle’s movements on public streets, constituted a Fourth Amendment search.\(^{193}\) Suspecting Jones of trafficking in narcotics, police, without a valid warrant,\(^{194}\) attached a GPS device to the undercarriage of a vehicle used by Jones.\(^{195}\) Police monitored Jones movements via the GPS device for the next twenty-eight days, ultimately indicting Jones.\(^{196}\) During trial, the district court partially suppressed the GPS data (suppressing only the data from times when the vehicle was in Jones’ garage), but the D.C. Circuit reversed the conviction after holding that warrantless use of the GPS device violated the Fourth Amendment.\(^{197}\)

Delivering the opinion of the Court (a five-justice majority, with the remaining four justices concurring for different reasons), Justice Scalia continued the Court’s resurgent use of property concepts to analyze Fourth Amendment searches.\(^{198}\) Finding that the text of the Fourth Amendment “reflects its close connection to property,” the Court traced property’s role in search jurisprudence from the eighteenth century through today, but noted that \textit{Katz} and its progeny “ha[d] deviated from that exclusively property-based approach.”\(^{199}\) Nonplussed by \textit{Katz}, the Court declared that “Fourth Amendment rights do not rise or fall with the \textit{Katz} formulation” and “the \textit{Katz} reasonable-expectation-of-privacy test has been added to, not substituted for, the common-law trespassory test.”\(^{200}\) Thus, the Court concluded that, as a physical intrusion on private property, the police installation of the GPS device here “would have been considered a ‘search’ within the meaning of the Fourth Amendment when it was adopted” and was therefore unconstitutional absent a warrant.\(^{201}\)

Evidently believing its use of \textit{Katz} as a supplement to a property-based analysis would “assur[e] preservation of that degree of privacy against government that existed when the Fourth Amendment was adopted,”\(^{202}\) the majority criticized the concurrence’s exclusive reliance on \textit{Katz} analysis,
despite the concurrence reaching the same result.\textsuperscript{203} Specifically, the \textit{Jones} majority explained that while its property-based rule governed trespass situations, situations “without trespass would \textit{remain} subject to \textit{Katz} analysis.”\textsuperscript{204} This clarification of the extent of the Court’s retrenchment to a property-based analysis specifically affects visual, and therefore aerial, surveillance. In the context of non-trespassory situations, the Court reiterated that, to date, the Court had not “deviated from the understanding that mere visual observation does not constitute a search.”\textsuperscript{205} The Court continued to explain that because “[a] person traveling in an automobile on public thoroughfares has no reasonable expectation of privacy in his movements from one place to another,”\textsuperscript{206} “traditional surveillance” of that person, which could include “aerial assistance,” is a constitutional visual observation, not a Fourth Amendment search.

In sum, the Court’s holding and analysis in \textit{Jones} provides that law enforcement agencies can use aerial surveillance to track a suspect’s public movements. Perhaps more importantly, however, the dicta reaffirms that warrantless visual surveillance (including aerial surveillance), absent trespass, is not a Fourth Amendment search. Although the \textit{Jones} court does not speculate on what form an aerial surveillance trespass may take, aerial surveillance conducted from a lawful vantage point, if consistent with \textit{Riley} and \textit{Ciraolo} (e.g. sufficiently routine and within FAA guidelines), almost certainly remains constitutional.

E. FAA Regulations Governing UAS

Any future evaluation of the constitutionality of UAS surveillance, just like any other visual surveillance, will almost surely require determining the lawfulness of the vantage point. Given \textit{Riley} and \textit{Ciraolo’s} references to FAA guidelines in making this determination,\textsuperscript{208} current and future FAA UAS guidelines are highly likely to play a vital, and perhaps dispositive, role in any future ruling. The FAA requires special permits for UAS operations in the national airspace system\textsuperscript{209} because UASs are not compliant with
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fundamental safety requirements, such as an onboard pilot to see and avoid other aircraft. These permit applications make no mention of privacy concerns, instead requesting only that the applicant “demonstrate that injury to persons or property along the flight path is extremely improbable.”

Despite dozens of law enforcement agencies successfully filing for UAS permits, the pace of UAS integration into the national airspace has apparently been too slow for Congress, which passed the FAA Modernization Act (“FAAMA”) of 2012. Signed by President Obama in February 2012, the FAAMA requires, among other things, the FAA to increase the pace of integration of drone flights in U.S. airspace. In response to law enforcement agencies “mistakenly” operating their small UASs under FAA advisory circular 91-57, Model Aircraft Operating Standards, the order also created a “Small [UAS] Aviation Rulemaking Committee” and tasked it with creating and promulgating relevant regulations. The FAA has not yet completed this task, but the FAAMA requires the FAA “to publish a final rule governing small UAS[s] in the Federal Register by August 2014.”

Of note is that the FAAMA focuses on the “safe and routine operation of civil [UASs] in the national airspace system.” The FAAMA’s sole mention of “privacy” occurs in the context of air passenger screening, not civil UAS operations. Indeed, the Government Accountability Office (“GAO”), Congress’ research arm, in its report on the FAAMA, discusses potential privacy implications and claims that “FAA officials and others have suggested that regulating privacy issues in connection with equipment carried on UAS, such as surveillance sensors that do not affect safety, is outside FAA’s mission, which is primarily focused on aviation safety.” Consequently, the FAAMA and any resulting future FAA regulations for law enforcement UAS operations are unlikely to address privacy or Fourth Amendment implications. Thus, Justice O’Connor’s criticism of the Court’s
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use of FAA regulations in *Riley* 221 remains relevant to evaluations of UAS operations twenty-three years later.

**F. OTHER LEGISLATION GOVERNING UAS**

In addition to FAA regulations, law enforcement UAS operations may be affected by other federal and state legislation. Unlike FAA regulations, which are primarily focused on safety regulations, legislatures can directly protect citizens’ privacy by proscribing certain law enforcement uses of UAS. At the moment, such legislation appears to currently enjoy rather broad bipartisan support at both the state and federal levels. 223 Indeed, the 2012 Republican Party platform included a plank supporting a restriction on domestic law enforcement UAS surveillance. 224

State legislatures have not been idle. On February 6, 2013, by overwhelming bipartisan votes, both houses of the Virginia legislature approved a two-year moratorium on law enforcement UAS use within the state. 225 Since that time, forty-two states have proposed legislation limiting law enforcement use of UAS for surveillance and eight of those states have enacted such legislation. 226 Florida’s enacted bill, for example, is entitled the “Freedom from Unwarranted Surveillance Act” and, as of July 1, 2013, protects citizens from “privacy-invasive technology” by requiring a judicial
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warrant supported by probable cause before law enforcement may use UAS for surveillance. Not every state’s legislature, however, has proposed or enacted protections as broad as those of Florida: Idaho’s enacted bill, for example, includes a warrant exception for “controlled substance investigations.” Although a patchwork of state laws could protect many Americans from warrantless UAS surveillance, only federal legislation can provide a consistent floor of privacy protection to all Americans.

Towards that goal, in 2012, both Democrat and Republican congresspeople proposed various bills restricting law enforcement use of UAS for surveillance. More recently, on February 13, 2013, Representative Ted Poe introduced a House bill, the “Preserving American Privacy Act of 2013,” which purports to generally require a judicial warrant for law enforcement UAS surveillance.

Despite the proclaimed privacy-protection intent of such legislation, the exact effects of proposed legislation remain unclear. For example, Representative Poe’s bill would allow law enforcement to use UASs to gather “covered information” for use as evidence only if pursuant to either a judicial warrant, presumably supported by probable cause, or a judicial “order,” based merely on “specific and articulable facts showing a reasonable suspicion of criminal activity and a reasonable probability that the operation of a [UAS] will provide evidence of such criminal activity.” Law enforcement would also have the ability to seek a renewable judicial order authorizing UAS surveillance over a “stipulated public area” (such as a public park) for up to forty-eight hours, but the bill does not provide any standard by which the judicial officer is to base this order upon. Perhaps most notably, the bill defines “covered information” as “(A) information that is reasonably likely to enable identification of an individual; or (B) information
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about an individual’s property that is not in plain view.”233 “Plain view,” however, is already the line separating constitutional and unconstitutional warrantless surveillance.234

Regardless of their actual effects, the “other legislation” described above attempts to protect privacy by directly proscribing certain law enforcement activities. FAA regulations, by contrast, indirectly affect privacy through constitutional implications because they define the lawfulness of the vantage point.235 This “other legislation,” then, operates not as a guide to the potential constitutionality of warrantless UAS surveillance, but rather as an independent and alternative method of protecting privacy should constitutional arguments fail.

IV. LAW ENFORCEMENT UAS SURVEILLANCE WOULD LIKELY BE FOUND CONSTITUTIONAL IN A NUMBER OF SITUATIONS

Those concerned that increasing law enforcement UAS operations erode personal privacy at the expense of the Fourth Amendment do, indeed, have much to worry about. Current Supreme Court jurisprudence, although not directly addressing the Fourth Amendment implications of UAS surveillance, suggests that law enforcement UAS use, with certain limits, would be found constitutional if challenged under the Fourth Amendment. Because warrantless Fourth Amendment searches are presumptively invalid, the challenger will likely only need to convince the Court that a search occurred; that, however, is no easy feat. For a search to occur, Katz requires that the person had both a subjective and an objectively reasonable expectation of privacy. Kyllo and Jones both explain that a trespassory search or one that would have required intrusion but for the use of advanced technology necessarily satisfy the Katz test. Jones and Kyllo, however, have strongly reaffirmed the concept that visual surveillance from a lawful vantage point is not a search at all because the object of surveillance was in “plain view.” Citing to Ciraolo, Dow, and Riley, both Kyllo and Jones made no distinction between traditional aerial surveillance and on-the-ground surveillance. The rule appears clear: as long as the vantage point is lawful, visual surveillance is not a search. Thus, those wishing for warrantless UAS surveillance to be declared an unconstitutional Fourth Amendment search must indirectly
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attack the surveillance with one of three main litigation strategies: (1) establishing that the victim was in a constitutionally protected zone, (2) attacking the legality of the vantage point from which the UAS surveilled, or (3) attacking the specific UAS technology used.

A. **ESTABLISHING A CONSTITUTIONALLY PROTECTED ZONE**

While the Fourth Amendment protects people and not places, the place where people are when visually surveilled unmistakably matters. *Jones* makes clear that in public, a person has no reasonable expectation of privacy from visual surveillance. The Supreme Court has long held that “an expectation of privacy in commercial premises . . . is different from, and indeed less than, a similar expectation in an individual’s home,” so seeking refuge in a commercial premise affords little, if any, protection from visual surveillance. *Carter*, meanwhile, explains that a person has no reasonable expectation of privacy in another person’s home unless invited as an overnight guest. This leaves only a person’s own home, but privacy there, too, is not absolute. *Riley* and *Ciraolo*, as reiterated in *Kyllo*, make clear that flight technology has “uncovered portions of the house and its curtilage that once were private.”

It is unlikely that the Court would find that there is a reasonable expectation of privacy for any activity in the home that can be observed from a public (e.g. non-trespassory and lawful) vantage point. Justice Brennan, in his dissent in *Riley*, even noted that there was nothing in the Court’s opinion to suggest that law enforcement would conduct a Fourth Amendment search if they looked, from their helicopter, through an open window into a room viewable only from the air. This view is supported by the Court’s emphasis in *Kyllo* that trespass is the basis for evaluating surveillance of the home and reiteration that visual surveillance is not a search. Moreover, *Riley*, *Ciraolo*, and Justice Breyer’s concurrence in *Carter* each found anti-observation countermeasures (respectively: building two fences, partially covering the roof of a greenhouse, and incompletely closing window blinds) insufficient to render law enforcement observation a Fourth Amendment search because
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the Katz test evaluates a person’s subjective expectation of privacy differently than society’s objective reasonable expectation.

The precedent in this area may not control because the Court could find some conceptual difference between manned aerial visual observations and UAS visual observations, even if made with a standard camera. The Court in Riley cautioned that it was not saying “that an inspection of the curtilage of a house from an aircraft will always pass muster under the Fourth Amendment simply because the plane is within the navigable airspace specified by law.” 243 It may be that the Court would determine that a search occurs if a UAS observes the interior of a home through a closed, but not completely opaque, skylight, even if it is surveilling from a lawful vantage point. UAS observation through an above-ground-floor window at an angle impossible from a manned aircraft may offend the Court’s interpretation of the Fourth Amendment. As Justice Alito succinctly stated in his concurrence in Jones, “technology can change [privacy] expectations.” 244 While technology has tended to erode reasonable expectations of privacy, and the existing case law suggests that visual observations from lawful vantage points are not searches, Kyllo made clear that some technology can sufficiently offend a reasonable expectation of privacy.

B. Attacking the Lawfulness of a UAS Surveillance Vantage Point

Riley and Ciraolo establish the lawfulness of a vantage point as critical to whether or not a Fourth Amendment search occurred. Kyllo and Jones’s return of property concepts to the equation further confirmed that visual surveillance must not be trespassory. A UAS surveilling from the same vantage point as Ciraolo’s fixed-wing craft or Riley’s helicopter would likely be considered to be similarly lawful. However, it is easy to imagine (and perhaps expect) that law enforcement agencies will deploy UAS to surveil from vantage points impossible in conventional aircraft simply because UASs can provide the capability to do so.

In his dissent in Riley, Justice Brennan could have been describing current UAS technology and FAA regulations when he asked the reader to imagine “a helicopter capable of hovering just above an enclosed courtyard or patio without generating any noise, wind, or dust at all—and, for good measure, without posing any threat of injury.” 245 Law enforcement use under then-
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controlling FAA regulations meant that the vantage point was lawful and therefore observations from that vantage point, even into the house, were not a Fourth Amendment search. Current FAA regulations, which still emphasize safety over privacy, are not materially different from those in Riley. Even assuming the presence of the UAS did not interfere with the use of the home (an important factor in Riley and the FAA regulations), under Riley, it would appear that this type of law enforcement UAS surveillance remains constitutional.

In contrast, Kyllo and Jones’s emphasis on a property-based approach suggests that the Court might entertain the argument that the physical presence of the UAS over the property at sufficiently low heights renders it a trespass, and, therefore, a Fourth Amendment search. United States v. Causby may have abolished the common-law “ancient doctrine . . . that ownership of the land extend[s] to the periphery of the universe,” but the Court could find that a resident retains some right of exclusion from the airspace above her property that is not usable by conventional craft. It is difficult to imagine that the airspace between a house’s curtilage and the height of its roof is a “public highway” such that granting the property owner some right of exclusion “seriously interfere[s] with [its] control and development in the public interest.”

It is also possible that UAS surveillance from a non-trespassory, lawful vantage point could be found to be sufficiently intrusive. Imagine that law enforcement officers, like those in Carter, wish to peer inside of an apartment several stories above ground to confirm a tip that criminal activity was occurring. Unable to walk up to the window and peer in, the officers warrantlessly launch a small UAS from the street below. The UAS quickly ascends to the height of the apartment’s window and relays video of the activities within to the officers on the ground. Assuming the UAS flight was within FAA guidelines and that no trespass or physical intrusion into the apartment occurred, the vantage point was clearly lawful and appears constitutional under existing precedent. Once FAA regulations open the skies to low-altitude UAS flight, such a holding effectively creates an Orwellian state: using UAS, law enforcement could surveil from the position of any possible viewer at any possible vantage point.
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If the Court wishes to avoid such Orwellian effects, it may be persuaded by a *Kyllo*-based argument. More specifically, because the activity within the apartment could only have been seen via the angle of the UAS or through an actual physical law enforcement intrusion into the apartment, the Court could use *Kyllo*’s rule to interpret that a Fourth Amendment search occurred as long as the Court first finds that UASs are not within “general public use.” However, if such an angle of observation could have been achieved from an adjacent building, regardless of police law enforcement agent’s actual ability to physically observe from that location, it is unlikely that *Kyllo* would be found applicable because the general public could have been afforded the same view.

Alternatively, the Court may choose to differentiate the hypothetical above from *Riley* and *Ciraolo* because a traditional aircraft would have been incapable of observing from the angle the UAS observed from. This potential differentiation underscores Justice O’Connor’s criticism of judicial reliance on FAA regulations for a determination of the lawfulness of a vantage point. A future Court could find grounds to declare that the lawfulness of a vantage point is not determined merely by compliance with FAA regulations because the FAA is primarily concerned with safety and not privacy or Fourth Amendment protections, as highlighted by its recent mandate from Congress in the FAAMA. In such a case, law enforcement attempting to introduce evidence so obtained may need to heed Justice O’Connor’s suggestion and demonstrate that UAS flights at that altitude are routine enough to prevent an objectively reasonable expectation of privacy. Unfortunately this argument for the unconstitutionality of certain UAS surveillance may expire soon: the FAAMA’s stated goal is to rapidly increase the routine private and governmental use of UAS in the United States.

C. **ATTACKING THE SPECIFIC UAS TECHNOLOGY USED**

The third type of potential attack on the constitutionality of UAS visual surveillance is predicated on *Kyllo*’s “general public use” criteria for advanced surveillance technologies. A challenger of law enforcement UAS surveillance could attempt to assert that because the “general public” does not use UASs either specifically for surveillance or generally for any use, law enforcement’s use of UASs should be held unconstitutional. Because the Court carefully crafted the *Kyllo* rule to establish a bright line at surveillance of the home, this
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argument is unlikely to be persuasive against UAS surveillance outside the home. Even when applied to UAS surveillance of the home, however, the window of opportunity to challenge UAS surveillance is closing rapidly. Even if a challenger to law enforcement UAS surveillance could adduce sufficient evidence demonstrating the general public does not use UASs right now, private use of UASs is expected to grow. Moreover, Congress, via the FAAMA, has declared its goal to increase private UAS operations until they are routine.

If a general challenge to law enforcement UAS surveillance is destined to fail, perhaps opponents could successfully challenge law enforcement use of specific optics. *Kyllo* has already specifically held that infrared cameras (i.e., thermal imaging) are not sufficiently used by the public. This determination is of course subject to change as the technology proliferates to the public. For now, at least, law enforcement cannot warrantlessly use infrared cameras mounted on a UAS for surveillance purposes. Indeed, any future sensor capable of intruding into the home and not in general public use (perhaps radar and sonar based technologies), would be found unconstitutional under *Kyllo* regardless of whether it was mounted on a UAS or deployed on the ground.

The use of advanced electro-optical cameras allowing many thousands times magnification may also be foreclosed by a lack of general public use. Indeed, *Kyllo*’s dicta mentions satellite scanning technologies based upon advanced electro-optical cameras, but is unclear on what their import is. Perhaps it is a hint that the Court would entertain an argument on the constitutionality of similar cameras mounted on UASs? If so, the Court could also use the naked eye of *Ciraolo* and *Riley* and the “common” aerial camera in *Dow* (as well as its specific fact of industrial, not residential, curtilage) as points of differentiation. In any case, if law enforcement agencies take care to only equip their UAS with cameras featuring abilities readily available to the public, then warrantless law enforcement UAS surveillance is very unlikely to run afoul of *Kyllo* and will remain constitutional.
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V. CONCLUSION

Unmanned aircraft systems, once exclusively the province of the military, are rapidly spreading to civilian use. Federal, state, and local law enforcement agencies have discovered that UASs are a relatively inexpensive and highly effective augmentation of their airborne enforcement arsenals. Consequently, many law enforcement agencies are taking advantage of UAS diversity and configurability to expand their aerial surveillance efforts. These efforts, however, raise many Fourth Amendment implications for the privacy of those surveilled. Many people would like the Supreme Court to find UAS surveillance unconstitutional, but current Fourth Amendment conventional aerial-surveillance jurisprudence appears likely to extend to UAS surveillance operations. If so, then the Fourth Amendment may offer little privacy protection because most surveillance applications do not actually qualify as Fourth Amendment searches in the first place. Regardless, dicta in current precedent raise the possibility that the Court will not turn a deaf ear towards all constitutional challenges of law enforcement UAS surveillance. Specifically, the Court may be persuaded by arguments based on the heightened expectations of privacy in constitutionally-protected zones, the vantage point from which a UAS surveilled, or the specific technology used. In case the Supreme Court is not so persuaded, those worried about losing privacy to warrantless law enforcement UAS surveillance should continue to seek legislation proscribing such conduct. Such legislation may not affect the constitutionality of warrantless law enforcement UAS surveillance, but it can certainly protect Americans’ privacy. As the deployment and operation of UASs accelerates, so too should the debate over the accompanying privacy implications.